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Evaporation of classical black holes (BHs)
does not respect conservation of any
global quantum number.
BH hairs: mass, angular momentum,
and electric charge. All other quan-
tum numbers are not observable and
disappear at evaporation.
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E.g. BH made of baryons decays into
(almost) equal number of baryons and
anti-baryons.
If C and CP are violated, small cos-
mological baryon asymmetry could be
generated by BH evaporation (Ya.B.
Zeldovich, AD) with conserved bary-
onic number in fundamental Lagrangian.
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In massive electrodynamics electric field
outside BH would disappear and charged
BH would decay into electrically neu-
tral state.
If photons are (a little) massive, the
universe must be electrically charged,
even if electric current is strictly con-
served in microscopic theory.
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Proton decay, Zeldovich (1975), due
to formation of a virtual BH:

!p !
M4

P l

m5
N

" 1045 years

!
MPl

1019 GeV

"4

.

If the fundamental gravity scale is TeV:

!p ! 10#12 s.

Does it kill TeV gravity or there are
ways out?
Estimate, F. Adams et al:

M$ > 1016GeV.
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Possible solution: BHs with Q %= 0
and J %= 0 cannot be formed classi-
cally if MBH < MPl. Postulate that
it is true for quantum BHs.
Wild hypothesis but many interest-
ing predictions. Proton life-time may
be shifted above the experimental up-
per bound and non-conservation of B,
Ltot, La (a = e,µ, ! ) may be observ-
able with mild increase of the existing
experimental precision.
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CONTENT

1. Baryogenesis in normal gravity and
non-conservation of B by classical BHs.
Baryogenesis demands new physics be-
yond MSM, but is possible in MSM
with TeV gravity.
2. Electrogenesis by classical BHs.
3. Rare processes in particle physics
with TeV gravity, induced by virtual
black holes.
4. Baryogenesis in TeV gravity with
classical and quantum BHs.
5. Abundant antimatter in the Galaxy.
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What do we know about Q, L, and B
nonconservation?
In the standard theory electric charge
is most probably conserved.
If m" = 0, then #J = 0.
If m" %= 0, then #J %= 0 is possible
but theory is infrared pathological.
No experiment in favour to Q noncon-
servation.
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It is easy to break B and L conserva-
tion theoretically.
“Experimentally” established that nei-
ther baryonic nor individual leptonic
numbers are conserved.

Neutrino oscillations mix
electronic-muonic-tauonic neutrinos.
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Astronomy proves that
baryon number is not conserved.
Half a century ago:
we exist, ergo baryons are conserved.
Now: we exist, so baryons are not for-
ever.
The same fact but opposite conclu-
sions - necessity of theory for inter-
pretation of what we see.
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Cosmological/astronomical data in favour
of baryon nonconservation.

I. Inflation is an “experimental” fact.
1. We do not know any other way to
make the observed universe.
2. It explains the origin of expansion.
3. It solves the problems of homo-
geneity, isotropy, flatness and
predicts ! = 1.
4. Makes density perturbations with
the observed spectrum.
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II. Inflation is impossible with con-
served baryons. Otherwise energy den-
sity could be constant at most during
4-5 Hubble times.
We need at least 60.
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OBSERVATIONS:

1. Baryon asymmetry is non-zero:

$B = NB/N" = 6 · 10#10

Large fluctuations of $ at small scales
and even $ < 0 (antimatter) are al-
lowed theoretically and observation-
ally.
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2. Lepton asymmetry, not yet ob-
served, may be non-zero and even large:

$L = NL/N" & 0.1 .

This bound makes lepton asymmetry
insignificant cosmologically, obtained
from BBN because of LMA solution.
If neutrinos are coupled to majoron,
$L ! 1 is allowed.
Theoretically natural: $L ! $B but
much larger one is possible.
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3. Electric asymmetry is usually as-
sumed to be identically zero.

Reasons for that:
1. Conservation of electric current.
2. Zero photon mass and long range
Coulomb force.
Observational bounds are very strong
but may be questionable.
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Sakharov’s conditions for generation
of cosmological charge asymmetry:

1. Charge nonconservation.
2. C and CP violation.
3. No thermal equilibrium.

None is obligatory.
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ELECTROGENESIS.

If the photon mass is very small but
non-vanishing, electric asymmetry of
the universe MUST be generated,
even if electric current is conserved,

#J = 0

Observational bounds are obtained for
massless photons and may be invalid.
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Standard Maxwell electrodynamics with
massless photons:

#µF µ
% = 4&J%

Current J% is automatically conserved,
because

#µ#%F µ% ' 0.
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Gauss law:

divE = 4&'

If charge density ' is homogeneous, E
is a rising function of space point:

E ! x,

kills isotropy and homogeneity.
Chaotic electric fields in causally non-
connected parts!?
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For an open universe the total elec-
tric charge Qtot might be non-zero,
but ' = 0.
For a closed universe Qtot = 0, due to
the Gauss theorem.
Closed sections of DS must be electri-
cally neutral.
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All change for non-zero photon mass.
Current nonconservation is possible:

(D2 + m2
")Aµ = 4&Jµ ,

leading to DµAµ %= 0 and longitudi-
nal photons (if Proca equation is ful-
filled).
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A very strong experimental upper bound
on the photon mass,

m" < 1/kpc

leads to huge probability of charge non-
conservation with emission of longitu-
dinal photons, ! (E/m")2N .

Same problem in gravity with non-
conserved energy-momentum tensor.
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From now on only conserved current
is considered.

If cosmological electric asymmetry is
somehow generated, then in homoge-
neous case the solution is

At(t) = 4&Jt/m2
" ' 4&'/m2

"

with zero electric field, E = 0.
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The energy-momentum tensor:

Tµ% = Fµ(F (
% # gµ%F ($F($/4 #

m2
"AµA% + gµ%m2

"A2 + A2
(/2 +

(#µ + ieAµ))$(#% # ieA%)) +
(#% + ieA%))$(#µ # ieAµ)) #
gµ%[(#( + ieA())$(#( # ieA())

m2
)|)|2] + T matter

µ%
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Energy density of uniformly charged
universe with massive photons diverges
for m ( 0:

* = '2/2m2
" + ... " p

Sti"est equation of state w = +1.
Expansion regime: a ! t1/3.
If charge density is inhomogeneous,
then E %= 0 and Coulomb repulsion may
mimic anti-gravity of dark energy, (but
many problems).
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If photon mass is non-vanishing, no
matter how small, cosmological elec-
tric asymmetry must be generated,
even with conserved current:

DµJµ = 0

Thus at least one of the Sakharov’s
conditions is not fulfilled.
C and CP violations are still neces-
sary but deviations from thermal equi-
librium may be not.
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Capture of Q by black holes.
In the standard theory black holes (BH)
may have nonvanishing gravitational
field related to their mass and rota-
tion and Coulomb field created by their
electric charge and nothing else.

Black holes do not have hairs if gauge
boson is massive.
Electric charge would disappear in-
side BH without any trace if photon is
massive with an arbitrary small mass.
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If m" %= 0, in flat space-time Coulomb
potential changes into Yukawa one:

At =
Q

r
(

Q e#m"r

r
.

Outside a charged BH:

At = 0 .
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Proca eq. in Schwarzschild metric:

1

r2

#
r2A)

t

$)
#

m2r

r # Rg
At = 0,

prime is derivative with respect to r.
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E"ective charge q = r Ar and the new
variable y = 2m(r # Rg), µ = mRg:

d2q

dy2
#

!
1

4
+

µ

2y

"
q = 0,

Whittaker equation with solution:

q(y) = Ci y e#y/2 #(1 + µ/2,2, y)

+Bi y e#y/2 $(1 + µ/2,2, y).
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When radius of charged shell tends to
the gravitational radius, Rc ( Rg,

Qeff ! Q
Rc # Rg

Rg
%(1 + µ/2).

Electric field vanishes when the charged
shell approaches Rg and disappears
completely when the charged shell is
swallowed by the black hole
E"ective charge nonconservation, de-
spite formal current conservation.
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Limiting transition to zero photon mass?
For m" = 0:

Qeff = const,

while for m" = 0:

Qeff ! (Rc # Rg)/Rg.
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Characteristic time of vanishing of
the Coulomb field is

! ! 1/m".

With 1/m" > 30000 years the e"ects
are non-zero but weak.
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Electrogenesis could be significantly
amplified if there exists the non-minimal
coupling to gravity:

+RAµAµ

In the early universe and near central
galactic BH

R * m2
".
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Some numerical values:

R " */m2
P l

For cosmological energy density:

R#1/2 ! tU " 1010 years

For galactic energy density:

R#1/2 " 107 years ! 3Mpc
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Galactic center (DM included):

* ! 1014*gal(?) (Gondolo, Silk):

R#1/2 " 1 year

* ! 1020*gal(??) (Zakharov et al):

R#1/2 " 104 # 105 sec
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Mechanisms of generation of cosmo-
logical electric asymmetry:

1. Evaporation (in the early universe).

2. Capture (recently and even today).
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1. Evaporation. Primordial BHs in
the early universe create a neutral un-
stable particle which decays as

X0 " p + e or t + ū

If C and CP are broken in X-decays,
then BR(X " pe) #=BR (X " p̄ē).
Back-capture of p is more probable
than e and electric charge may be ac-
cumulated inside BH, till gravity is
stronger than electricity.
E"ective time ! ! 1/m". If m2

" ! R,
then ! ! tU .
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Black hole temperature:

TBH ! R#1
g ! 1MeV

1016 g

MBH
.

Luminosity:

LBH ! T 4r2
g ! m4

P l/M2
BH.

Life-time:

!BH ! M3
BH/m4

P l.

For MBH = 1015g, !BH " tU .
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Example: TBH = 1010 GeV,
MBH = 109mPl = 104g,
!BH ! 10#16 sec,
which corresponds to cosmological tem-
perature T $ 105 GeV and red-shift
from the moment when horizon mass
was equal to MBH, was about 1010.
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If mass fraction of BH at production
was 10%10 then at the moment of their
evaporation they would dominate cos-
mological energy density and could cre-
ate observed baryon asymmetry and
by a similar mechanism, some electric
asymmetry.
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2. Capture.
More realistic mechanism in the present
day or rather old universe:
A superheavy BH in galactic center
(QSO) surrounded by electron-proton
plasma. Mobility of protons in plasma
is much larger than that of electrons.
This leads to a constant capture rate
of protons by BH, creation of nega-
tive charge in outer space, and repul-
sion of electrons out, generating ra-
dial electric currents.
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The current is not spherically sym-
metric,

Jr = Jr(r,,),

because the propagation of electrons
in the disk encounter more resistance;
propagation in orthogonal directions
could create jets of electrons accel-
erated by Coulomb repulsion which
charge the universe.
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Maximum charge of BH at any given
moment: equality of gravitational at-
traction of protons and the Coulomb
repulsion of the accumulated charge
of BH:

- =
Ncharge

Ntotal
=

m3
p

( m2
P l

= 10#36
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The repulsion disappears during

&t ! 1/m"

and the process continues. (In fact
one has to solve di"usion equation in
Coulomb and gravitational fields.)
Estimated rate of charge accumula-
tion:

Q̇ = -m"NBH
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Generated current of electrons: J = Q̇.
Magnetic field:

B ! J/Rgal ! 10#24Gauss

for Rgal = 1 kpc, MBH = 106M+, and
m" = 1/kpc.
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If m2
" = R, and in the galactic center

* " 10#10g/cm3, then:

B " 10#20 Gauss

The observed value (at galactic scale)
B " 10#6 Gauss. Dynamo about 1014

is necessary.
If * " 10#5 g/cm3, B " 10#18 Gauss
and milder dynamo about 1012 would
be su'cient.
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May the magnetic fields in intergalac-
tic space, B ! 10#6 # 10#9 G be ex-
plained by this mechanism?
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Accumulated cosmic electric charge per
galaxy:

Qtot = Q̇&t = 1034

during 3 Gyr. Total number of pro-
tons in galaxy Ngal " 1069, i.e.

Q/Ngal " 10#35 > 10#36.

Are electrons tightly bound in galax-
ies or free stream from them?
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ELECTRO-CONCLUSION.

If photon mass is nonvanishing then
1. The universe must be electrically
charged.
2. Large scale magnetic fields may
be explained by electric currents from
central black holes.
3. Electric repulsion of galaxies be-
fore homogenisation of charge may cre-
ate cosmic acceleration???
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UNSOLVED PROBLEMS.

1. Assume that ' = const, E = 0,
and * ! 1/m2.
What if m" ( 0? Solution with
E %= 0 becomes more favourable?
Spontaneous electrization?
Possible way to regularise the limit
m" ( 0?
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2. U(1) was spontaneously broken at
high T and electric asymmetry was
generated.
When U(1) is restored at low T , the
asymmetry would disappear, by com-
pensation of electric charge of parti-
cles and vacuum.
What happens if charge asymmetry
was generated by black holes?
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BARYOGENESIS = dynamical gen-
eration of charge (baryon) asymmetry
of the universe.

Three Sakharov’s conditions:

I. Non-conservation of baryons
II. Breaking of C,CP symmetry.
III. Deviation from thermal equilib-
rium.

Many models which explain one num-
ber. Impossible to distinguish.
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I. Non-conservation of baryons. The-
ory: GUT, SUSY, and even EW pre-
dicts

&B %= 0

No direct experimental confirmation.
The only “experimental piece of data”
is our universe: inflation is impossible
with conserved baryons.
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II. C and CP violation:
discovered and confirmed by
direct experiment.

History:

Before 1956, all conserved: P, C, T.

1956: discovery of parity non-conservation.
Assumption of CP-invariance.

1964: CP-VIOLATION.

After this discovery life in the uni-
verse became possible.
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Only CPT survived destruction - the
symmetry with solid theoretical jus-
tification: CPT-theorem:
1. Lorenz-invariance.
2. Canonical spin-statistics relation.
Still some models without CPT are
considered, e.g. for explanation of some
neutrino anomalies and just for fun.

NB: If CP is broken but CPT is not,
T must be broken as well.
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Baryon asymmetry with broken CPT
is possible in thermal equilibrium:

NB # NB̄

NB
=

%
d3p

(2&)3
&
fB(p) # fB̄(p)

'
,

where f = 1/[exp (E/T ) + 1].
The usual estimates for m > T:

NB # NB̄

NB
"

.m

T
,

and for m < T:
NB # NB̄

NB
"

.m

T

m

T
.
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Electric neutrality demands non-zero
chemical potentials of quarks in equi-
librium, µ ! .m, and:

NB

N"
= #0.126(md.md + 1.2mu.mu)/T 2.

Normally in equilibrium: µ = 0.
If .mq ! .mp < 2 · 10#9 GeV, the
mechanism is not e'cient enough.
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NB. Estimates of asymmetry are true
if the equilibrium distributions do not
change because of CPT breaking - may
be not so!
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Validity of standard equilibrium ki-
netics with broken T-invariance?
Kinetic equation in FRW space-time:

dfi

dt
= (#t # H pi#pi)fi = Icoll

i [f ]

Equilibrium distribution by definition
is such that

Icoll
i [f (eq)] = 0
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COLLISION INTEGRAL for the pro-
cess i + Y & Z:

Icoll
i =

(2!)4

2Ei

(

Z,Y

%
d"Z d"Y#4(Pin % Pfin)

[|A(Z " i + Y)|2
)

Z

f
)

i+Y

(1 ± f)%

|A(i + Y " Z)|2fi
)

Y

f
)

Z

(1 ± f)]

d%Y =
)))

Y

dp '
)))

Y

d3p

(2&)32E

The signs ’+’ or ’%’ in
*

(1 ± f) are
chosen for bosons and fermions re-
spectively.
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In T-invariant theory |Aif |2 = |Afi|2
(after some change of variables) and:

(fin((1 ± ffin) # (ffin((1 ± fin) = 0,

so f (eq) annihilate collision integrals
due to conservation of energy

(
Ein =

(
Efin

and if chemical potentials satisfy:
(((

µin =
(((

µfin,

this condition is enforced by reactions.
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If T-invariance is broken

|Aif |2 #= |Afi|2.
Do equilibrium distributions become
di"erent in T-noninvariant world?
Collision integral:

Icoll =
1

2E1

%%%
d! )

ind!fin
+
|Aif |2(fin((1 ± ffin)

%|Afi|2(ffin((1 ± fin)
,
.
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For the usual equilibrium functions:

Icoll $ (fin(1 ± ffin)
#
|Aif |2 % |Afi|2

$
.

The last factor is non-vanishing.
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T-violation is observable only if sev-
eral processes contribute.
Instead of detailed balance, if T-invariance
is broken, S-matrix unitarity leads to
a new condition of cyclic balance:

(((

k

%%%
d!k

#
|Aki|2 # |Aik|2

$
= 0 .

It ensures vanishing of Icoll for f = feq.
Here d!k includes Bose/Fermi
enhancement/suppression factors.
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COMMENTS:
1. In lowest order A'

if = Afi and the ef-
fects of T-breaking are unobservable.
2. Full unitarity is not necessary.
Normalisation of probability

(((

f

wif = 1

plus CPT invariance are su'cient.
Without CPT and unitarity the nor-
mal equilibrium statistics may be bro-
ken! Models with virtual BHs may
break these sacred principles.
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Deviation from thermal equilibrium.
Number density with normal statis-
tics:

n = (2&)#3
%%%

d3pf(E,µ,T )

E =
-

p2 + m2 is the same for parti-
cles and antiparticles, if m = m̄ and
in equilibrium µ = 0, so n = n̄.
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Massive particles are always out of
equilibrium:

.
#t # Hp#p

/
feq

!
E # µ(t)

T (t)

"
=

0
#

Ṫ

T

E # µ

T
#

µ̇

T
#

Hp

T

1
f )

eq

The factor in square brackets vanishes
if µ̇ = Ṫ /T = #H - TRUE;
E(Ṫ/T) = %Hp - can be and is true
only for m = 0 and so E = p.
Another way to break equilibrium: first
order phase transition.
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For massive particles deviation from
equilibrium is proportional to:

H

%
!

mT

mPl%
,

% ! (m or % ! (2T , and T ! m.
Deviation is very small if mPl ( T.
At EW scale: H/% ! 10#15.
For massless particles equilibrium is
usually unbroken. True for photons
and somewhat wrong for neutrinos.
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USUAL SCENARIOS OF BG.

Baryogenesis is possible in the stan-
dard model (but too weak) or in ex-
tended ones and may explain the ob-
served asymmetry:

(nB # nB̄)/n" = 6 · 10#10,

(found by two independent measure-
ments: BBN and CMBR).

NB: If nB = nB̄ locally then today

nB/n" = nB̄/n" " 10#19
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Great challenge: is $ constant or
$ = $(x)?

What is characteristic scale lB of vari-
ation of baryonic number density?

Could the universe be neutral on
average, Btot = 0?

May there be astronomically large
domains of antimatter nearby?

Answers to these questions depend upon
the mechanism of CP violation realised
in cosmology.
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Three possibilities for CP-breaking in
cosmology:

1. Explicit

2. Spontaneous.

3. Stochastic or dynamical,
unobservable in particle physics.
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Standard model:
explicit CP-violation leading
to universal constant $,
expressed through masses and
couplings of fundamental particles.

Examples:
1. GUT baryogenesis.
2. Electroweak baryogenesis.
3. Baryo-thru-lepto-genesis.
But combined with other models
of cosmological CP-violation may
lead to more complicated pattern.
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Mechanisms of CP-violation
in cosmology.

I. Explicit. Complex constants in
Lagrangian, in particular, complex
Yukawa couplings transformed by the
Higgs field ,)- %= 0 into a non-vanishing
phase in CKM-mixing matrix. How-
ever, in MSM the baryon asymmetry
is too small, by 10 orders of magni-
tude.
An extension of MSM is necessary.
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II. Spontaneous. A complex scalar
field # acquiring di"erent vacuum
expectation values:

)#* = ±f

Lagrangian is CP-invariant.
Locally indistinguishable from I.
Leads to globally charged symmetric
universe, but lB + Gpc.
Domain wall problem (KOZ) demands
lB ( Gpc or a mechanism of wall
destruction.
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III. Stochastic or dynamical.
A complex scalar field / displaced
from its equilibrium point, e.g.
by quantum fluctuations at inflation.
Infrared instability: /2 ! H3t. (What
about the sign?)
After inflation / relaxes down to zero.
No domain wall problem.
Could give rise to an inhomogeneous
$(x) with antimatter nearby.
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Electroweak baryogenesis in MSM.

All the ingredients are present:

1. CP is known to be broken,
but very weakly, about 10#19, for the
standard estimates, see below.
However, since , is not relaxed down
to zero, CP-violation may be much
stronger.
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2. Baryonic charge is non-conserved
because of nonabelian chiral anomaly.
At zero T baryon nonconservation is
exponentially suppressed as
exp (#2&/() - barrier penetration be-
tween di"erent vacua.
At high T it is possible to go over
the barrier, but abundant formation
of classical field configuration, sphalerons,
is necessary.
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3. Thermal equilibrium is broken if
phase transition is first order
- heavy Higgs made it improbable.

Deviation from equilibrium due to non-
zero mass is weak:

$ mEW/mPl $ 10%16.

Could be large in TeV-gravity!
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CP-violation in MSM
is absent for two quark families -
can be rotated away.
Three families are necessary - an an-
thropic explanation of number of flavours?
(does not work).
If masses of di"erent up or down quarks
are equal, CP violation can be rotated
away because unit matrix is invariant.
If mass matrix is diagonal in the same
representation as flavour matrix CP-
violation can also be rotated away.
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Thus CP-breaking is proportional to
the product of the mixing angles and
to the mass di"erences of all down
and all up quarks:

A% $ sin$12 sin$23sin$31 sin#
(m2

t % m2
u)(m2

t % m2
c)(m2

c % m2
u)

(m2
b % m2

s )(m2
b % m2

d)(m2
s % m2

d)/M12

At high T the characteristic mass
M $ 100 GeV and

A% $ 10%19.
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At T = 0 the mass in the denominator
is the zero-temperature quark mass
and the CP-odd amplitude is not such
vanishingly small.
At high T quarks acquire QCD cor-
rections to the “mass” of order T, while
in the numerator there are still “Higgs
masses” or, better to say, small Yukawa
coupling constants.
Attempts to modify dispersion rela-
tion at high T, E = E(p, T ), were un-
successful.
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To explain cosmological C-asymmetry
physics beyond MSM is necessary.

POSSIBLE MODELS:

1. GUT baryogenesis.
Temperatures, T $ 1016 GeV, are needed,
not reachable after inflation.
Still out-of-equilibrium heavy parti-
cles might be produced.
Gravitino problem.
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2. Baryo-thru-leptogenesis
Creation of lepton asymmetry by heavy
(m $ 1010 GeV) Majorana % decay, sim-
ilar to GUT, and transformation of L
into B by CP and (B #L) conserving
EW processes later.
L is naturally nonconserved.
Heavy particles to break thermal equi-
librium are present.
Three CP-odd phases of order unity
might be there.
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Common features of 1 and 2: baryo-
genesis in heavy particle decays.
Deviation from equilibrium:

Ha
#f

#a
= %

.
feq # f

/

where a ! 1/T is cosmological scale
factor. For small deviation from equi-
librium f = feq + .f and

.f

feq
"

Hm2

%ET
"

102m

mpl

if T ! m, % ! (m, and ( ! 10#2 .
Either heavy particles are needed or
low decay rate, ( . 10#2.
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More details.
Particles and antiparticles can have
di"erent decay rate into charge con-
jugated channels if C and CP are bro-
ken, while total widths are equal due
to CPT invariance.
If only C is broken, but CP is OK,
then partial widths, summed over spins,
are the same:

% (X ( f,') =
.
X̄ ( f̄ ,#'

/

If both C and CP are broken, partial
widths are di"erent.
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Example:

X " qq, X " q̄l,
X̄ " q̄q̄, X̄ " q̄l .

Width are di"erent if re-scattering with
baryonic charge non-conservation in
the final state is taken into account:

%X"qq = (1 + &q)%q, %X"q̄l = (1 % &l)%l,

%X̄"q̄q̄ = (1 % &q)%q, %X̄"q̄l = (1 + &l)%l.

Hence B $ (2/3)(2&q % &l).
& ! ( and is small for weakly inter-
acting X - potential problem for lep-
togenesis, solved by resonance trans-
formation.
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Rough estimate of the asymmetry:

$ !
.f

f

&%

%
!

m

mPl

Some small numerical coe'cients make
the result even smaller.
Subsequent entropy dilution by about
1/100 is not included.

For successful lepto/baryo-genesis the
mass of the decaying particle should
be larger than 1010 GeV
(or mPl , 1019 GeV).
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CP-violation in neutrino mass matrix:

Lm = M%RC%R + m%LC%R.

Six CP odd phases, because %% but
not %̄%: 3 phases in light % sector and
3 phases in heavy % sector.
Phases which may be measured in neu-
trino oscillations have nothing to do
with phases in heavy % decay, can be
related in model dependent way only.
Number of phases, see next page.
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Number of CP-odd phases in mass
matrix. Dirac mass matrix:

Lm = mijq̄iqj

Diagonal terms mii are real because of
Hermicity. O"-diagonal mij with i #= j
can be complex.
Freedom because of phase rotation:

qi ( ei)iqi

One can change the phase of mij by

mij ( ei()i#)j)mij ' ei)ijmij

Here )12 + )23 + )31 = 0.
Three phases in mij and 2 conditions
- one arbitrary phase remains.
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Majorana mass matrix:

LM = Mij%iC%j

All Mij may be complex.
One can kill three phases in Mii by 3
phase rotations of %i. No freedom left
after that and
three phases of M12,M23,M31 remain
arbitrary.

A problem: How many CP-odd phases
are allowed in the case of both Dirac
and Majorana mass matrices?
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Comments.

1. Necessity of re-scattering with
&B #= 0 or &L #= 0.
In lowest order A = Ā' because of her-
micity of Lagrangian.
The same would be true for higher or-
der contributions if they were real.
Imaginary part is generated by
re-scattering in the final state.
Why re-scattering with &B #= 0?
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S-matrix unitarity:

i(Tif % T†
if) = %

(

n

TinT
†
nf

= %
(

n

T†
inTnf

CPT: Tfi = T̃f̄ ī, “tilde” means change
of spin signs by PT-transformation.
Since T†

if = T'
fi, total probabilities of

any process with particles and antipar-
ticles are equal in the lowest order
(r.h.s. of unitarity relation is neglected).
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If only two channels i and f are open,
still % = %̄. Indeed:

2ImTii[0] =

%%%
d!i|Tif |2 +

%%%
d!f |Tff |2

By CPT:
Tii[0] = Tī̄i[#0]
and after summing over polarisation
we find %if = %̄īf .
Hence to destroy the equality of par-
tial widths %if = %̄̄īf at least three chan-
nels must be open:

i & f , i & k, k & f .
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2. How charge asymmetry vanishes in
equilibrium? By inverse decay?
Using CPT, one finds:

%q̄q̄"X̄ = (1 + &q)%q, %q̄l"X̄ = (1 % &l)%l,

%qq"X = (1 % &q)%q, %q̄l"X = (1 + &l)%l.

Thus direct and inverse decays pro-
duce the same sign of baryon asym-
metry!?
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SOME MORE MODELS.

3. Primordial black hole evaporation.
Energy density should be dominated
by PBH at some early stage.
Heavy particles with
m $ 1010 % 106 GeV are needed. Anal-
ogous to electrogenesis discussed above.
4. Spontaneous baryogenesis
May operate in thermal equilibrium.
Explicit CP-violation is not obligatory.
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5. SUSY B-condensate.
Somewhat similar to 4.
In a special version it could create
astronomically interesting bubbles of
antimatter in our neighbourhood, in
particular heavy antinuclei: C, N, O
and even Fe.
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3. PBH evaporation - does not de-
mand B-nonconservation at particle
physics level.
Thermal evaporation cannot create any
charge asymmetry.
However the spectrum is not BLACK
but GRAY due to propagation of the
produced particles in gravitational field
of BH. Moreover, an interaction among
the produced particles is essential.
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A model: A-meson is created at the
horizon and decays as:

A " H + L̄ and A " H̄ + L

with di"erent branching ratios.
Back-capture of H is larger than that
of L. Net baryon asymmetry could be
created.
If *BH/*tot = - at the production,
then at red-shift z = 1/- BH would
dominate. Their evaporation could
provide baryon asymmetry and reheat
the universe.
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Example: TBH = 1010 GeV,
MBH = 109mPl = 104g,
!BH ! 10#16 sec,
which corresponds to cosmological tem-
perature T $ 105 GeV and red-shift
from the moment when horizon mass
was equal to MBH, was about 1010.

If mass fraction of BH at production
was 10%10 then at the moment of their
evaporation they would dominate cos-
mological energy density and could cre-
ate observed baryon asymmetry.
Planck mass remnants of PBH, if they
are stable, could be cosmological DM.
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One more model of baryogenesis with
REAL &B = 0 - similar to the one
above but without BH. A sterile (w.r.
to us) baryon is needed instead.
A toy model:

A " q + Q̄, and Ā " Q + q̄

with di"erent partial widths - leads to
equal but opposite signs baryon asym-
metries in our and in Q sectors.
Q-baryons could make dark matter
if their mass is 5 times larger than
mp, a unique mechanism of baryoge-
nesis and DM creation.
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4. Spontaneous baryogenesis
Spontaneous breaking of U(1)

U()) = 0(|)|2 # 12)2,

related e.g. to baryonic charge, leads
to massless, Goldstone boson, ,(x):

) = 1 exp(i,)

If the potential V (,) %= 0 the boson
would be massive but usually light.
E.g. .U()) = m2

.
)2 + )$2

/
.
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In the broken phase the Lagrangian
can be written as:

L = 12(#,)2 + #µ,jB
µ #V (,) + iQ̄"µ#µQ+

iL̄"µ#µL + (g1Q̄L + h.c.).

Red term looks like chemical poten-
tial, ,̇nN but in reality is not, because
the coupling is derivative and L %= H.
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If V (,) = 0, i.e. purely Goldstone
case, we can integrate equation of mo-
tion:

212#2, = ##µjB
µ

and obtain:

&nB = #12&,̇

i.e. non-zero baryon asymmetry in
thermal equilibrium and without ex-
plicit CP-violation. The latter is cre-
ated by initial ,̇ %= 0.
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In realistic case ,̇ is small and pseu-
dogoldstone case could be more e'-
cient.
Equation of motion:

12,̈ + 3H,̇ + V )(,) = #µjB
µ .

with V (,) " m212
&
#1 + (, # &)2

'

and jB
µ = 2̄"µ2.

Initially , is uniform in [0,2&] and
after inflation it started to oscillate
around minimum.
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Second equation for the quantum bary-
onic Dirac field:

(i# + m)2 = #g1l + (#µ,)"µ2

Find solution in one-loop approxima-
tion for 2(,) in external classical field
, and substitute 2̄2 = F (,) into equa-
tion of motion for ,. The solution os-
cillates with alternating baryonic num-
ber. Net result:

nB ! 12%&B(&,)3.
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SUPERSYMMETRIC CONDENSATE

SUSY predicts existence of scalars with
B #= 0.
Such bosons may condense along flat
directions of the potential:

U0(/) = 0|/|4 (1 # cos 4,) ,

where / = |/| exp (i,).
In GUT SUSY baryonic number is
naturally non-conserved.
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Due to infrared instability of massless
(m , H) fields % travels away form
zero:

|/|2 ! H3t

Mass term, m2/2+m$ 2/$ 2, leads to:

Um(/) = m2|/|2[1 # cos (2, + 2()] ,

where m = |m|e(.
If ( %= 0, C and CP are explicitly
broken.
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“Initially” (after inflation) / is away
from origin and when inflation is over
starts to evolve down to equilibrium
point, / = 0, according to Newtonian
mechanics:

/̈ + 3H/̇ + U )(/) = 0.

Baryonic charge of %:

B/ = ,̇|/|2

is analogous to mechanical angular mo-
mentum. When / decays its baryonic
charge is transferred to that of quarks
in B-conserving process.
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If m = 0 the B-charge of % is in its “ro-
tational” motion, induced by quan-
tum fluctuations in orthogonal to val-
ley direction. Leads to globally charge
symmetric universe.
The domain size lB is determined by
the size of the region with a definite
sign of ,̇. Usually lB is too small if no
special e"orts are done.
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If m #= 0, the angular momentum, B,
is generated by a di"erent direction
of the valley at low /.
If CP-odd phase ( is small but non-
vanishing, both baryonic and antibary-
onic regions are possible with domi-
nance of one of them.
Matter and antimatter domain may
exist but globally B #= 0.
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With coupling to inflaton #:

0|/|2 (# # #1)
2

the valley may be open only for a short
time and / would acquire a large bary-
onic charge condensate, giving $ ! 1
but in a tiny fraction of space.
The bulk of space has normally ho-
mogeneous baryon asymmetry $ = 6 ·
10#10, while hi-B regions are almost
symmetric with respect to baryons and
antibaryons.
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Mass distribution of hi-B regions:

dN

dM
= C0 exp

+
#C1ln

2 (M/M0)
,

They could be primordial black holes,
QSO’s in particular, disperse clouds
of antimatter, and unusual stars and
anti-stars, all not too far from us.
Primordial nucleosynthesis in hi-B do-
mains proceeded with large nB/n".
Hence primordial heavy anti-nuclei, up
to anti-iron could be formed.
Evolved chemistry near hi-z QSO?
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Baryogenesis (BG) conclusion.
1. Plethora of BG scenarios explain-
ing observed asymmetry.
2. In the case of homogeneous BG
only one number is to be explained.
3. Physics beyond the MSM is neces-
sary.
4. There are models with inhomoge-
neous BG, with $ = $(x) and even
with $ < 0 - look for cosmic anti-
matter! Compact antimatter objects
can be abundant even nearby, in the
Galaxy.
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TEV GRAVITY
Antoniadis, Arkani-Hamed, Dimopou-
los and Dvali, “geometric” solution
to the hierarchy problem of particle
physics: the Planck mass MPl is an
e"ective long-distance 4-dimensional
parameter related to the fundamen-
tal gravity scale M$ by

M2
P l ! M2+n

$ Rn,

where R is the size of the extra di-
mensions.
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For large extra dimensions, R * M#1
P l !

10#33 cm the fundamental gravity scale
can be as low as a few TeV i.e. of the
same order of magnitude as MEW . If
M$ ! 1 TeV:

R ! 10(30/n)#17 cm

The hierarchy problem shifted from
the hierarchy in energies to a hierar-
chy in the size of the extra dimensions
which are much larger than 1/TeV
! 10#17 cm but much smaller than
the 4-dimensional universe size.
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The case n = 1 is excluded, since R !
1013 cm and therefore strong devia-
tions from Newtonian gravity at so-
lar system distances would result. For
n / 2, R !!! 100µm and nowadays we
have no experimental evidence against
a modification of gravitational forces
in such a regime.
Theoretical problem: too strong vio-
lation of B,Ltot,Le,µ,! .
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Black holes and rare processes.
Position of horizon for charged and
rotating BH (Kerr-Newmann):

RBHMPl =
MBH

MPl
+

2!
MBH

MPl

"2

# Q2 # J2

!
MBH

MPl

"#2

,

Thus for BH formation is necessary:

!
MBH

MPl

"2

>
Q2

2
+

2
Q4

4
+ J2.
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Theory of virtual BH creation is un-
known.
Normal quantum field theory most likely
does not work.
At this stage we can make only guesses,
hopefully not too far from reality.
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Wild assumptions for set of rules, for
formation of virtual BH:
1. Only Q = J = 0 virtual BH can be
formed.
2. Only BH with Etot > 0 can be
formed. In particular, BH can be formed
only in s-channel of virtual colliding
particles.
3. BH can be formed only on mass
shell. Probably old non-covariant for-
malism of QFT with broken Lorenz
invariance should be used?!
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Particle coupling to BH
Dimensional estimate:

g2 = MBHRS, g3 = R2
SMBH,

g4 = R4
SMBH

for two fermions, two fermions and
one scalar, and four fermions respec-
tively.
The 4 + n Schwarzschild radius is

RS =
1

0
&M$

#MBH

M$

$ 1
n+1

+ 8 %(n+3
2 )

n + 2

, 1
n+1.
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1a

µ! µ!

&
e+

BH

e!

e+

e!

1b

µ! µ!

&

e+

BH

e!

e+

e!

&

Muon decays with broken Lµ: µ ( 3e
and µ ( e".
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Decay width µ ( 3e:

% "
(2mµ

211&5

3
ln

M2
$

m2
µ

42 !
mµ

M$

"4(1+ 1
n+1)

,

For M$ = 1 TeV and n = 2:
BR = 2 · 10#12. Experiment:

BR(µ# ( e#e+e#)
555
Exp

< 1.0 · 10#12.

For n > 2 the disagreement with ex-
periment is stronger. A minor increase
of M$ would help.
Decay width µ ( e" is similar.
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p
u e!

d

d

&

BH

e+

e!

µ+

Gravitationally induced proton decay.
Since a 4-body collision is required
in order to form a BH devoid of any
quantum number, the process is strongly
suppressed and experimental constraints
can be compatible even with a gravity
scale in the TeV range.
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Correspondingly the lifetime of the
proton with respect to the inclusive
decay p ( q̄ql+ is:

!p " 1029 years -
!

M$
TeV

"10+ 10
n+1

!
TeV

mp

" 10
n+1%

10
3

!
100MeV

)

"6

ln%2
!

M'
TeV

"
.
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Because parity is conserved by grav-
ity the decays should be mostly 3-
body ones.
The final state particles must always
contain a positron, e+, or a positive
muon, µ+.
The branching ratio into three lepton
channel is predicted to be larger than
that into e+ (µ+) and two mesons.
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Other processes.
High energy reaction e++e# ( µ+e
or similar ones with any other lepton
or baryon in the final state.

'(e+e# ( µe) " 7 · 10#39 cm2

!
MBH

100 GeV

"2+ 4
n+1

!
TeV

M$

"4+ 4
n+1

,

quite close to the existing bound.
Helicity of colliding e+e# should be
zero in contrast to normal processes.
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BH

q

q̄

JP = 0+

!0

e!

µ+

K0

Kaon decay K0 ( &0e#µ+. K-meson
probably cannot transform directly to
a BH, because it is a pseudoscalar par-
ticle; instead, the emission of a &0

leaves a scalar qq̄ system.
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The decay K ( ll is suppressed be-
cause BH is a scalar.
The life-time of K ( &ll is

! (K ( &ll)=0.85 · 102 s (gK&Sm&)#2

!
M$
TeV

"4+ 4
n+1

!
TeV

mK

" 4
n+1#4

3
3

300 MeV

mq

44

.

The bounds on the branching ratios of
K0

L ( 2l&0 decays are (3 # 5) · 10#10.
So for n = 2, M$ = 1 TeV, and such
decays are on the verge of discovery.
For larger n a larger M' is needed.
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n

u "l

d

d

Z0

BH

"l

"l ū

d̄

d̄

Z0

n̄

Neutron-antineutron oscillations me-
diated by a virtual BH. If we consider
only Standard Model particles, the ef-
fect is negligible.
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n

u

d

d

ũ

BH

%0

ū

d̄

d̄

¯̃u
n̄

(n#n̄)-oscillation with supersymmet-
ric particles. In this case the observa-
tion of the phenomenon may be ac-
cessible to future experiments.
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!nn̄ " 3 · 109 sec · 10
12

n+1#4
!

100 MeV

)

"6

!
mSUSY

300GeV

" !
GeV

MBH

" 4
n+1

!
M$
TeV

"4(n+2)
n+1

.

Experiment !nn > 108 s.
If M$ ! TeV and mSUSY ! 300 GeV,
the chances to see n # n̄ transforma-
tions are high. According to our model
the observation would be in favour
of low scale gravity and low energy
SUSY.
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Rare decay conclusion.
NB: no theory, only a toy model of
the theory.
Predictions are unique and surpris-
ingly very close to the present day
bounds. The unwanted processes are
suppressed.
Virtual BHs with negative mass or
BH o"-mass-shell probably do not ex-
ist. It is not an elementary particle
and cannot be treated in normal field
theory frameworks.
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Baryogenesis with TeV gravity may
be possible in MSM.

1. Easier out of equilibrium, H !
T 2/mPl. Universe expands 16 orders
of magnitude faster at T ! TeV.
2. Natural B-nonconservation by TeV
BHs in heavy particle decays.
3. CP violation may be stronger due
to lower T below sphalerons or due to
theta-term.

THE END
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